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Serbs, Croats & the Press:
Nikola and Martin Gamulin cast 
some light on the situation in 
Yugoslavia.
See page 7.
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Universities under siege:
Mazen Bouri examines the 
struggle for higher learning 
in the occupied territories. 
See page 8.
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\, aX Va Ignorance about Africa:
Seth Awuku explodes Western 
myths about African politics. 
Seepage 7.
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Newz N the Paper
•Back-door tuition increase 4 
•Student Centre's green crisis 2
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Reviewz N the Arts
•Arnie & George’s adventure 11 
•Youths in the neighbourhood 13m
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Grads call discount "bullshit99
The student centre cost $23 mil- other students.to return to York to work or study.

The discount is valid for one year. lion. In addition to being late, it is also 
Allan Jones, president of the $8 million over budget. The student Association said graduates will be

informed of the discount in the alumni

by Jeannine Amber
Linda Keith of the York Alumni

Students who paid for the Student
Centre and graduated before the Graduate Students Association said levy will remain in place until the 
building was complete are going to the idea “sounds like a good one. building is paid off. magazine York University Profiles.
get some compensation but not There were a lot of people who were Chia-Yi said he hopes the discount But Keith was unwilling to comment
much. annoyed about having graduated and might attract recent graduates to come on whether or not the discount is a fair

back to the school and interact with deal.The Student Centre Corporation never used [the building].” 
(SCC) will be giving a 15 percent 
discount to all 1990 and 1991 gradu
ates on food served in its 700-seat New science building slatedrestaurant. This to reimburse them 
for the money they spent on the con
struction of the building.

“The SCC feel they want to make j,y Deqa Haibeh 
up to these people to say we are sorry... 
all excuses for being late sound hol
low unless we do something,” said 
Chia-yi Chua, Chair of the SCC.

York students pay an annual fee of 
nine dollars per course for the centre.
The building was supposed to be 
completed in February 1990. Stu
dents who graduated in 1991 paid 90 
dollars for facilities many of them 
would not be using.

Nancy Levene, who graduated 
from Y ork this year, says the discount 
isn’t good enough.

“A discount at the restaurant is 
largely an inadequate solution to the 
problem. Many students will not be 
returning to York anddon’tlivein the 
region.”

“It’s bullshit,” said Trevor 
Campbell, who does not plan to re
turn to York in the fall. “They know 
they aren’t going to have to pay out 
the full amount because not everyone 
is going to be able to make it up [to 
York] to take advantage of the dis
count.”

Approximately 12,000 students 
graduated in 1990 and 1991. No fig
ures are available on how many plan

welcome news, but it is a drink of cent years, and this new building is 
water for a person dying of thirst,” desperately needed to ease over- 

York students will soon get a much- said professor Innanen. “We are still crowding in laboratories and classes.” 
needed new science building. 50,000 square ft. short of space just “Right now part of the chemistry

The $14.6 million building, an- for chemistry.”The $14.6 million dePa?men' is in Pe^e buildin8 
nounced by the provincial govern- grant was announced June 28 by the andthe °,|herP^ ,is‘n Far9uhars°n 
ment in June, will house the depart- Ministry of Colleges and Universi- buildln«’ sa,d Alok Goel-a8raduate 
ments of chemistry and computer sci- ties. Itispartofa $110 million funding student of chemistry.
ence- package to renovate Ontario’s over- Th'S'linconvement to us- be~

crowded universities and colleges. cause half the mstruments are at PetneWhile Kimmo Innanen, dean of 
the faculty of science, said he is 
“absolutely delighted” about the new 
building, he also said it only partly spokesperson for the minister of Col- square ft. for the departments of
relieves the science department’s leges and Universities, “enrollement chemistry and computer science, ac-
shortage of space.”This is all very has mushroomed dramatically in re- cording to professor Innanen.

and the other half Farquharson.” 
Science is currently short 100,000According to Bob Kanduth,

SHUTTERBUGS
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HÜP ^k and other CAMERA FREAKS

JOIN THE XCAL CAMERA CREW

Contact Andrew 
736-5239

Food court called green threat
by Jeannine Amber centre didn’t include a dishwashing environmental group Envision York,

said her group is “disappointed that 
Most of the restaurants use there are so many fast food restaurants

Won Park, owner of Panzerotto 
and Pizza, said the system would be 
difficult to administer “because ev
eryone uses a different size (of dish).”

A Wendy’s head office employee 
who asked not to be named said 
Wendy’s franchises do not use dishes 
because of concern over “detergent 
going into the system, which is not 
good for the environment.”

Chia-Yi Chua, Chairof the Student 
Centre Corporation, said leases for 
the food court were signed before he 
became involved with the centre, “so 
we couldn’t dictate to (the fast food 
vendors).”

Rob Castle, who negotiated with 
the food outlets in 1989, admits he 
didn’t speak to any environmental 
groups until after the contracts had 
been signed.

Cara Clairman, a waste manage
ment consultant for the Student 
Centre, says the Centre is more en
vironmentally responsible than other 
buildings on campus.

“They’ve spent a lot of money on 
environmental initiatives... they’ve 
been very receptive to recycling and 
re-use ideas.”

The centre’s environmental ini
tiatives include recycling bins (soon 
to be installed in the food court and 
the upstairs offices), and reusable 
condiment dispensers and ceramic 
dishes in the downstairs restaurant.

Chua said these initiatives have 
been expensive. The dishwashing 
system, dishes and dispensers have 
cost the centre over $25,000 and the 
recycling containers close to $2,000.

According to Clairman, “You do 
the best with what you’ve got and on 
that front the SCC is doing pretty 
well.”

system for the restaurants.
The Student Centre Corporation 
hasn’t done enough to make the new styrofoam,plasticorcardboarddishes with disposable dishes and no con- 
building environmentally friendly, which cannot be recycled. sidération given toward eliminating
according to some students. Langer says the fast food estab- that type of thing.”Restaurant owners

Most complaints focus on the lishments should have been supplied offered different explanations for the 
amount of garbage generated by the with engraved dishes and a common lack of reusable dishes, 
six fast food outlets in the main-floor dishwashing area “so that cleanup Charlie Korinis, owner of the

staff could do the dishes and redis- Shopsy’s franchise in the building,
said using dishes would be unfeasible 

Collette Boileau, co-facilitator for in the small area the outlets have.

food court.
David Langer, an Atkinson stu- tribute them.” 

dent, says he is “pissed off’ that the
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Students eating from ozone-destroying styrofoam and non-recyclable cardboard on the non-renewable faux 
marble tables of the Student Centre's food court leave their mess behind.
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i:x: :>>:$: what's 
happenin'

this summer 
at the

Student Centre
IS

Wednesday, July 24th

Sound Revolution
the #1 soca band from trinidad

Saturday, July 27th 
United Indian Students

Midsummer Dance & 
Bhangari Competition

Sunday, July 28 th 
The Mariposa "Folk" 

on campus
a one day festival showcase

Enjoy two stages, a family area with 
games, face painting, etc. and non 

stop music all slay featuring: 
roots rocker ANDREW CASH

BRIGAND
KAREN GAMBLE & THE ODDS 

CAROLE LECLAIR 
KID DISH CLUB 
JIM MCMILLAN 

MARKUS 
LOST DAKOTAS 
MOXY FRUVOUS 

DOUG SAINT 
STONEYBATTER 

STRANGER THAN FICTION 
JANE VOSS 

HORYLE OSBORNE 
LOWEST OF THE LOW 

DAVE STONE 
& MUCH MORE!

11 am to 7 pm 
free for the whole family

20 acts, 30 crafts, children's area 
in the Student Centre 
from 7 pm to 11 pm

July 31 & August 1st

Soul Vibes
a reggae band from 

Nicaragua's Atlantic Coast 
Special Guest: BASTA

Wednesday, August 7th 
& Thursday August 8th

Trout Fishing 
in America

Special Guest: MAGOO 
rockbluesfolkcomedyfunk 

from Dallas

Thursday, August 15th

Okanada
our home and native land 

First Nations Celebration with Bill 
Miller & the Chem-nike dancers

All shows are $5/advance $7/door

tickets available at sc info centre 
736-5101
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Agent Orange on York lawns?
by Trevor Burnett least one environmental group says is lawns this summer with Killex, which superintendent Chris Mark, the to our knowledge — based on the

potentially dangerous. contains the controversial weed killer chemical poses no risk to students. reports we have read—it contains no
York University has been spraying The university’s grounds and ve- 2 4-D. “2 4-D is widely used in the in- Dioxins.”
the campus with a herbicide that at hides department has been spraying According to grounds and vehicles dustry for weed control. It is legal and “There is a lot of confusion be-

I tween 2 4-D and 2 4 5-T, which was 
I used in Agent Orange (the cancer- 
I causing defoliant used in the Vietnam 
§ War) and did contain Dioxin,” ex

plained Mark.
Â According to Tzeporah Berman, 
R Mark is wrong.

Berman is a researcher for OPIRG 
— the Ontario Public Interest Re
search Group — a non-profit, stu- 

| dent-run organization that monitors 

environmental and social justice is
sues.
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“2 4-D is widely used but it is also 
widely banned,” Berman said. She 
also repudiated the Agent Orange 
claim.

“Agent Orange consisted of a one- 
to-one ratio of 2 4-D and 2 4 5-T and

■ health problems have been linked to 
fcl exposure from both compounds.” 

According to Berman, the chemi-
m

Rf"
P5 cal “has been directly related to sev

eral serious health defects such as 
Non-Hodkins Lymphoma, a rare but 
fatal cancer that affects the Lymph 
system. It can also cause birth defects 
and sterility.”

Berman also noted the findings of 
the U.S. Mrak Commission in 1969.

■

“The commission found that 
children who had been playing in 
schoolyards sprayed with 2 4-D, after 
several daysexperienced swollen eyes 
and mouths and had trouble control- 

1 » ling the discharge of urine. They also 
experienced symptoms of nausea, di
arrhoea and limb paralysis.”

Kent Groves, a manager witlvthe 
ChemLawn-EcoLab lawn care com
pany, disagrees with the assertion that 
2 4-D is harmful.

“It is one of the safest products for 
-, landscape management. People relate 

it to various cancers but there is no 
s correlation.”

According to Berman, Groves’ 
answer is typical of attitudes in the 
lawn care business. She says there 
has not been enough research done on 
2 4-D to draw such conclusions.

Mark pointed to safety precau
tions York uses in the application of 
Killex.

“We are licensed to do this, and 
with our application rates and the way 
it is applied we do not think that we 
are predisposing the public to any 
dangers.”

Mark also argued that the Ontario 
signage program — which requires 
York to put signs on lawns for 24 
hours after spraying — prevents 
people from coming into contact with 
the chemicals.

Berman countered that 24-D stays 
longer that 24 hours.

“2 4-D has a half life of 24 [hours] 
which means that after this period one 
half of the chemical remains on the 
lawn. Therefore people are still ex
posed to it. It can also travel 
throughout the atmosphere to other 
areas of land and water bodies, which 
could cause contamination of the 
water supply.”
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A fairer exca/Black Caucus Help us develop a policy
Excalibur is in the process of developing a policy to aid 
us in establishing and maintaining a non-discriminatory 
media. At present we have a draft policy which we hope 
to adopt and incorporate into our constitution in the fall. 
We encourage interested members of the York commu
nity to come and pick up a copy of the policy. We 
welcome your suggestions for improvement. A general 
meeting to discuss the policy will be held in September.

111 Central Square • 736-5239

Get up • Get into it • Get involved
A black writers' caucus of Excalibur has been formed to work toward the promotion of issues and 
concerns of students of African descent. We're a small but vocal part of the Excalibur staff and we need 
you, your ideas and your input. No previous experience is necessary.
The Black Writers'Caucus will meet every Wednesday at 4:30 beginning July 3. Or come in and speak to Jeannine.

Our issues • Our concerns • Our voice
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Financial aid may improve next year
Many students who do not qualify — sets it at $226 a week. Lawson said be done in the near future if “the near 

for grants need to borrow thousands the ministry needs to bridge this gap future is not this September.” This our discussions and it is too early to
Ontario student loans and grants may of dollars to finance an undergradu- to improve OSAP. would make possible acceptable say what the outcome will be at the
be more equitable next year. The ate degree. In response, Jackson said this can costs of living by 1992-93.” end,” Jackson said,
much-criticized OSAP (Ontario Stu-

“We are not even at the middle ofby Jeff Tenses

“It should be an all-grant system,” 
dent Assistance Program) system is said Chris Lawson, a researcher for 
being reviewed by a provincial gov- the Ontario Federation of Students. “I 
emment committee. don’t think there should be loans.”

The committee’s suggestions will 
be presented later this summer to the mittee will make such a dramatic move 
Minister of Colleges and Universities, this summer.
Richard Allen. Allen may use the 
suggestions to renovate the 24-year- 
old OSAP program.

Rob Centa, external vice president 
for the York Federation of Students,

Centa says he doubts the com-

Richard Jackson, a Ministry of 
Colleges and Universities represen
tative on the committee, says he has 
‘no preconceived notions” about the 

outcome of the review, since the role 
of the ministry is to “facilitate dis
cussion”.

r^' ’

is a student representative on the re
view committee. He said he expects 
“significant changes” from the review.

But “it all depends on how recep
tive the NDP is to the propositions from this discussion, 
made by the committee,” Centa cau
tioned.

But Lawson says he expects little

“I sincerely have my doubts. Given 
what they have done with tuition fees 

Last month the minister announced I don’t believe for a minute that they 
some changes to OSAP, including are going to move to an all-grant 
extra funds for married students and system,” Lawson said, 
students with disabilities. However, 
many observers say more radical year despite the NDP’s promise of

tuition freeze).
Currently, OSAP sets the cost of

■

(Tuition fees increased 8% this i■- tv ÏÉ
>■

Inchangés are necessary.
Currently, grants are only available 

to self-supporting (as defined by living for Metro Toronto students at 
OSAP) students who are either mar- $132 a week. The Metro Social 
ried, have worked three years full- Planning Council — which sets pay
time, or have dependent children.

i ..

ments for social assistance programs .

? '

One union signs contract ■
r |

Union talks continue ;
r 4 V' K y i/

w

/CUEW is seeking representation 
on academic decision-making boards, 
from which it is currently excluded. 
According to Watson, the decisions 
of these boards “have a tremendous 
impact on the teaching our members 
do.”

by $am Putinja

w IYork professors and librarians ac
cepted a new one-year contract fea
turing an increase of up to nine per
cent in wages and benefits.

Brenda Hart, negotiator for YUFA 
(York University Faculty Associa
tion), said bargaining with the ad
ministration was unusually quick and 
successful.

M:

z /
KTeaching assistants will again be 

fighting for smaller class sizes in the 
current CUEW negotiations. They 
have had no progress on this issue 
since 1987.

t
Et i Æ
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•rr
“It was one of the best negotia- A likely source of bitter contention

lions I ve ever been through. Bo this year may be non-union lecturers, 
sides really wanted to negotiate. What Hifed . the administration and 
is unusual is that we agreed to continue kfi0wn as “lecturer excludees,” there 
negotiating.”

YUFA and the administration were

Xw

* <+
X J*were about 75 such lectures at York

*two tears ago. In 1989 the adminis- 
... tration agreed to reduce their numbers,

focusing on specific issues and ^ now number around 100. 
agreeing to meet later this year to 
discuss other matters.

Nable to settle in less than a month by
<

Safety a ConcernThe initial talks focused on issues Falcons released on roof of Rossincluding pay, retirement and affir-
mative action. The next set of talks Campus safety is also a major con- q3(1 qU|C|( 0f the Ministry ol Natural Resources holds one of six perlgrene falcons released into their natural

cem for CUEW this year, in August, enV|ronmenj July 14 — on the roof of the Ross Building. Quick said the location is an ideal place for the young birds
byT="L,,T=t,SoT$"°wm !!!•"" *"■»• ""•« and ITS . lot UK* a natural n.alng area. ..the,. a« plenty olupdialts and tharmals.
he released This makes It easy for the birds to fly off the cliff and catch their prey.

The falcons have been considered nearly extinct since the 1960s, when DDT and other pesticides bagan to destroy 
their reproductive system. The release Is part of a ministry program to reintroduce the birds to their natural 
environment.

According to Quick, the birds will likely stay on the roof of the building for several months, until they have learned 
“The massacre in Montreal alerted to fly with enough confidence to hibernate. In the meantime they will eat “almost anything"— including the pigeons

will look at concerns such as 
workloads, flexible career patterns 
and safety and security.

Doug Allen, a researcher for 
CUEW, said campus safety has be
come a more prominent concern for 
the union.

Part-timers still talking
Other unions have yet to reach a 
settlement with the administration, us to this,” Allen Said. “We feel we and seagulls Which plaque the building. 
CUEW (Canadian Union of Educa- have to make progress.” 
tional Workers), which represents
about700 teaching assistants and 1300 Employees is also currently negoti- 
p art-time faculty members, expects a ting with the university. Union 
to gain salary increases similar to Steward Tony Loftus said he would 
YUFA’s, says chief negotiator Mar- not comment while the talks are in 
garet Watson.

The Canadian Union of Public

York fee called “back-door tuition increase”
aggressive about not having back
door tuition increases.”

A ministry staff member who 
asked to remain unnamed said there is 
“no chance” York’s fee will be ap
proved.

Michelle Hughes, president of the 
Y ork Federation of Students, said the 
fee is unfair.

“Tuition fees are high enough, and 
a lot of people are not working; to add 
an extra $25 [for a full course load], 
will be even harder,” said Hughes.

Whether York will proceed with 
the $5 per course capital levy is yet 
unknown. If approved by the minis
try, the levy is expected to be imple
mented in the next academic year.

of Governors, the levy would go to 
general maintenance, operating ser
vices and new facilities.

In the past, the Ministry of Colleges 
and Universities only approved levy 
fees for specific projects — such as 
York’s student centre and recreation 
facilities.

The new fee would simply be 
added to the central capital budget.

York, Queens and two other uni
versities hope to collect an additional 
fee from students at the time of tuition 
payments. Levy said.

Dianne Crocker, an officer for the 
ministry, said she doubts these fees 
will win government approval.

“I think the government is very

by Jennifer Lim 
and Doug Saundersprogress.

r

Make your move. An extra fee York is attempting to 
charge students has been called a 
“back-door tuition increase” by 
Ontario government representatives.

The fee, which would total $5 per 
full-time course, would be charged 
automatically starting September 
1992.Badminton's easy and exciting! 

After work or on the weekend, 
make it part of your game plan!■C) “We wanted to [introduce the levy] 

wi thou t a referendu m to provide some 
support to services for students right 
away,” said Sheldon Levy, York’s 
vice president of institutional affairs.

According to Caroline Winship, a 
student representative on the Board
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il §«•■ 1 ■ * *«*« I g - -JL _ ___ _
creates convenient scapegoats (that 

from “political correctness,” has is, members of disempowered 
beenthefocusofmanymainstream groups) during times of economic 
magazine and newspaper articles recession. The picture currently 
in the while (including in Time, presented of university campuses 
Newsweek, New York, Maclean’s, 
the Globe and Mail and the Star) 
along with a number of student 
newspapers. In a recent attack on 
“the notion of political correctness” 
in a speech on May 4 at the Uni
versity of Michigan, George Bush 
was quoted as follows: “political specific points: 
extremists roam the land, abusing J -
the privilege of tree speech, setting sored on university campuses are
citizens against one another on the women professors whose propos- Ruth King

and t^nhone number Material deemed libelous or discriminatory bv Willy Horton case to promote racial dents whose experiences, know!- and Ethnic Relations
and telephone number. Material deemed libelous or discriminatory oy « t «ri. , ^ mst/îiôrid nf anfi uiotnrv aT¥» mntwiv «K.
the staff of Excalibur will be rejected. Letters may be mailed or deliv- electionfdurins the sent from the cuniculwn; students Ed, note: Some of the text of this
ered to Excalibur «111 Central Square • York University • 4700 Keele mcc Ô1 „„„„ letter appeared in the July 16 Globe

Street • North York • Ontario • M3J 1P3 Thisls mprescntftivc of the iS^es^ disnrisse^as W and Æ under the title “Politicalh, L indents who Correctness and the New Right. "
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- mainstream med,a s position in by certain professors, students who

s:

3. White male supremacy is not 
moderation. To view the struggle 
against race and gender stereotypes 
which demean, distort and humili
ate minority groups and women as 
morally outrageous is in itself 
morally outrageous.

In general, professors and mass 
media wield power, power to le
gitimize racism and sexism or to 
fight for its eradication. The choice 
to speak out for or against racism 
and sexism is a political choice.

is one in which disempowered 
groups have taken over and are 
now victimizing straight white 
middle-class males. This is not only 
a distortion of current reality but it 
is intellectually dishonest.

We wish to make the following

Yours truly,

We will publish, space permitting, any letters up to 400 words. They 
must be typed, double spaced, and accompanied by the writer’s name

Supporting a 
Reformers

i iy* vim approval was sought and obtained. 
Therefore, if we agree that the SC 
were free of any improprieties, why 
should our current cleaners be un- A 
fairly termed “scabs?”

The club space issue is not new. |
This has been rehashed in time past I 
and the key players (the clubs) under- uLac 
stand that the issue has been resolved 
and we should all move on. I would 
be the first to admit that we are not in

-rx
» ,4*. s

* p ft 07/VWBmIlf « SDear Editor,
I read with amusement David 
Camfield’s ravings about the Reform 
Party in the “Bearpit,” May 29,1991.

The Reform Party is the fastest 
growing popular movement in 
Canada. We now count 80,000 mem-

*» »
ill■

!jI an ideal situation but given the fact 
that the Clubs’ Coalition (indepen
dent of the SC) has already demo- treading on that sacrosanct sphere of 
cratically willed for space to be ap- journalistic freedom. But when the 
portioned the way it is, there is not Globe and Mail is able to be excited, 
much left to do except to personally about York because of the Student 
endeavour to make as much space Centre, when students come up and 
available to user-groups as possible say how happy they are with the food

facilities and the depth of quality of 
Why you opt for strife-filled cov- the programming that we are bring- 

erage of the SC in its opening days is ing in, when previously disenfran- 
absolutely bedeviling. Your photo chised groups like Osgoode announce
caption that the SC “is not without that they now feel a sense of belonging
problems” suffers from petty- here, I really have to question where
mindedness. your slant is coming from. Could it be

that Excal is not comfortable with

-

bers — hard-working, self-support- AA 4
ing Canadians who care deeply about A
their country. Every time we are at- ■Wfcjr J | [ Æj • J
tacked by the left-wing rabble in Ontario Reform Party’s Mlchaer Dean
CARP [Coalition Against the Reform 
Party], we get another 500 members.
Please keep it up!

Would you have the courage.

“The Reform Party supports the 
harmonization of labour management 
relations, and rejects the view that 
labour and management must con
stitute warring camps.” This tries to 
wish away the reality of class stru ggle, 
and labour militants know that “har
monized relations” lead straight to 
lower wages, worse conditions of 
work and the loss of benefits and

in the coming year.Not Castle's 
castleSincerely,

Thomas E. Flanagan
Director of Policy, Planning and
Communications
Reform Party of Canada, Edmonton. Dear Editor,

I was perturbed to read the two Stu
dent Centre articles and the cartoon 
featured in your last issue (June 26). 
It was disappointing to see the central 
student newspaper refusing to be 
anything but negative in its coverage 
of what is the single most significant 
student project at York!

For starters, I am not sure how the 
SCC General Manager feels about 
the cartoon but I was singularly 
unimpressed when I saw it. To allude 
that the Student Centre is Rob’s castle 
is not only inaccurate but downright 
insulting to our Board of Directors, 
the most representative student group 
on campus. While not denigrating 
the GM’s important role in the project 
(both previous and current), I must 
also underscore the role of the Board 
and Executive... that of making and 
being responsible for all decisions at 
the SCC. The GM acts as the conduit 
between staff members and the Board, 
carrying out the resolutions of the 
Board.

Moving to the specific topic of the 
cleaning contract, it is unfortunate 
that CUPE did not get the SC contract 
and I certainly understand Mr. Lehto’s 
concern. However, our desire to ac
commodate the University bid was 
unachievable simply because the bid 
was about $100,000 higher, a whop
ping difference considering the fi
nancial constraints we are in. All that 
aside and more importantly, the Man
agement Agreement that exists be
tween the SCC and the Administra
tion affords us the ability to contract 
outside groups if we had the consent 
of the Administration. In this case,

Of course, there have been and 
will always be problems. The test is student groups doing it right? 
clearly our ability to gallantly over
come them in a collective fashion.Exposed and 

opposed
rights.

“The Reform Party supports re
quiring the Government of Canada to 
balance the budget in each three year 
period.” Another distinctive pro
business goal, this would require the 
truly massive cuts in the federal bud- 

In his letter in the June 26th issue of get which are hinted at by the state- 
Excalibur, Bob Pieroway Jr. of the ment that “The Reform Party opposes 
York North Reform Party claims my the increasing use of the spending 
article “The Reform Party’s nasty powers of the federal government in 
secrets” in the May 29th Excalibur is areas of provincial jurisdiction, such 
fraught with “misconceptions and as medicare, education and the like.”

“The Reform Party opposes...
In fact, his letter tends to confirm multiculturalism and hyphenated 

my article’s argument that the Reform Canadianism... and would end fund- 
Party is trying hard to use ambiguous ing of the multiculturalism program.” 
populist language to hide its racist 
right-wing policies.

Mr. Piero way doubts that I referred further than the policy quoted above 
to any Reform Party literature before for evidence of racism, while another 
writing my article. He can rest assured telling clue is the Reform Party’s as- 
that I read copies of The Reformer sociation with racist author William 
and the Principles and Policies of the Gairdner.
Reform Party of Canada (and at
tended a party meeting).

Yours for a fair chance, 
Chia-Yi ChuaFar be it for me, a mere student repre

sentative, to tell you what and how to Chairperson, 
write... I would not even dream of Student Centre Corporation

Dear Editor,

//
falsehoods.”

« vm V

Mr. Pieroway denies the Reform 
Party is racist. One needs look no

Announce your event • meeting • lecture • speaker • protest • forum «least
• dance • seminar • game «sit-in • love-in «be-in • die-in • debate • debauch
• deflowering • defrosting • demonstration • dissertation • revealation • 
happening • awakening • convergence • conference • milestone • phe
nomenon • crisis • confrontation • reunion • roast • tourney • party • orgy
• fiesta • siesta • soiree • tea party • second coming • odd appearance • 
broad-based coalition • shindig • hoedown • mixdown • jamdown •Gairdner, a wealthy financier, was 

a guest speaker at the Reform Party’s 
In the latter publication I found the convention in Saskatoon in April and 

pleasant-sounding (and never- has been a popular speaker at party 
implemented) environmental policies meetings in Ontario. His book The
which are now indispensable for all Trouble With Canada is full of anti
political parties, and many other lory- Quebecoi s rac ism, calls for a complete
like policies. I also found these five encj t0 welfare and is virulently anti

feminist and anti-gay.
As Gairdner himself says, “There 

maintained by a clear commitment to js a remarkable similarity between
Canada as one nation”. This com- the notions in my book and the Re- 
pletely ignores the fact that within the form Party.” That is precisely why 
borders of Canada are the First Nations the Reform Party must be exposed
and Quebec, which are nations op- and opposed, 
pressed through the suppression of 
their right to self-determination.

DropEverything for your campus announcements. 
Leave your droppings at Excal, 111 Central Square. 

Or ohone Jeannine and Doug at 736-5239.■revealing statements:
“Confederation... can only be

David Camfield
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Ontario policy stifles imagination
Workers, tenants and the unemployed can be vide skilled labour to boost the economy, 
thankful we have the NDP in Ontario. But I“I believe [the] ultimate purpose of improv

ing accessibility isn’t to recruit more students,”students might as well have voted Rhino.
Richard Allen, the minister of colleges and he told the Ontario Federation of Students last 

universities, is able to out-Liberal the Liberals, month. “It’s to help expand people’s educa- 
His policy — where he has one — is certainly tional and employment opportunities and, ul- 
not socialist, or progressive. In fact, it often timately, to improve the social, economic and

cultural life of the province as a whole.”
This sent a clear message to the audience, 

tuition, leading to its eventual elimination. This Allen has abandoned the old NDP ideal of free 
isn’t terribly radical. In many countries it’s just and accessible education for students of all

social and economic backgrounds, and replaced 
But this year, against protests from students it with a system of elite education for those who 

and Allen’s own party, he raised tuition 8%. can afford it 
The privileged few who enjoy a university 
education will become that much fewer.

vpq inns 
AVulIUUlI

contradicts official NDP policy.
The NDP has long called for a freeze on

: :ill
vIII

common sense.
I

This policy will have long-lasting repercus
sions. It will cause tuition to rise, because it 

There’s a second approach Allen could have won’t be important to allow “more students” 
taken: keep tuition high, but pay the bill for in. It will make OSAP loans a continual burden

for students, who will be expected to get high- 
You’d have to make major changes to the paying jobs after graduation.

And it will make career-oriented disciplines 
— like engineering, business and medicine — 
more important than academic and ‘pure 

OSAP will still be based largely on loans, knowledge’ disciplines in the arts and humani- 
While what we need are grants. With a $ 10,000 ties, 
loan hanging over your head, anything you 
study will have to lead to a lucrative career, versity to develop their imaginations. Now, if 
Forget about the pursuit of knowledge.

But ‘the pursuit of knowledge’ is just what interest in your imagination than your career, 
Allen has abandoned. In his view—identical to you’re bound to have a hard time, 
the Liberals — Universities exist only to pro-

illl

*

students who can’t afford it. aH1
moribund OSAP system to do that. Last month 
Allen put together a committee to do this. But 
don’t expect much from it. I â|I

f j

There was a time when people went to uni-

you’re a high school grad who takes more
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There is just enough truth in each of these Anyone knowledgeable in African history 
propositions to mislead. It is too easy and will appreciate that trade has long been an 
also unfair to blame Africa’s ills on tribalism, essential part of African relations. As 

On the first point: whether or not African Africans traded between and amongst
themselves they also strengthened their 
relations through inter-tribal marriages in

By Seth Awuku

It is often maintained that Africans are 
evading nationalism for tribalism.

The idea that tribalism is the cause of 
Africa’s socio-economic and political 
problems first began circulating a few years 
after independence. Europe has brainwashed 
its societies into this belief.

Now the same idea is also being used by a 
number of African scholars and students 
(some of whom should know better) as an 
argument for the major cause of African 
refugees.

Shockingly, efforts to demonstrate that 
jg HOI tribalism is the cause of Africa’s woes have 

not only received acceptance among Africanstribalism that but have been influential among Black
people in the diaspora, thereby generating

plagues Africa, it is lgnoranceaboutAfrica-
This reassuring fantasy of tribalism isE U 1*0 Dea n and based on three propositions. The first is that 

^ the ruling classes of African states areNorth American composed of one tribal group that oppresses
other tribes.

egOiSm that plagues The second is that African states are new,
_ - . fJ with no national history, no commonly 
Afr I Ca accepted political institutions and no

domestic unity.
The third is that Africans are more 

inclined to tribalism than to nationalism.

rulers believe in tribalism is irrelevant.
Many forms of tribalism exist in the Soviet 
Union, Yugoslavia, and Canada, for example, order to improve relations.

African scholar Kibreab writes thatThe fact is, Africa is in an economic 
coma. What it needs is a transfer of modem 
technology and fair international trade 
practices in order to bolster its economy. 
Unfortunately, Europe has consistently 
refused to do so.

“gradually the exchange or the circulation of 
goods indicated a continuous movement of 
goods and services and people bringing an 
end to tribal isolation.” The altered character 
of tribalism led to inter-tribalism.

Why do so few acknowledge the number
It is not tribalism that plagues Africa. It is Gf African inter-tribal marriages, or that most 

European and North American egoism that Africans not only speak their native language 
plagues Africa. but also other tribal languages?

For one thing, to say that tribalism exists 
in Africa is to deny tribalism any clarity or 
specificity. To think that the Kikuyu or the 
lbo tribe of the 10th century is the same as 
the Kikuyu or the lbo tribe of 20th century is 
to ignore the transformations they have 
undergone.

The proposition about Africa as a tribalist 
continent is erroneous and as such dangerous 
to the very concept of Pan-Africanism. This 
talk of nonsense has been going for too long. 
It is time it came to an end.

This leads to the second point: If tribalism 
works against political institutions and 
national unity, why it that nation-states like 
the Ivory Coast, Senegal, Botswana, and 
Tanzania — which are made up of many 
tribal groups — are not faced with any 
significant dilemmas?

The third point — that Africans are 
tribalists first and nationalists second — is 
therefore self-defeating, because it is not all 
African nation-states that are engaged in the 
so-called tribal conflicts.

There has been a transition from tribalism Seth Awuku is preparing to enter either law 
to inter-tribalism that has been going on for 
centuries, since before the arrival of White 
foreigners.

school or a Masters program in International 
Relations. He is a visiting student from 
Ghana.
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REPORTING THE TRUTH
ON YUGOSLAVIA

•
"■ s

by Nikola Gamulln 
and Martin Gamulln

not one of these years have the 
people inside been happy.

Over the past few months, the 
strings that held Yugoslavia 
together finally broke. The Western 
press is so full of reports that one 
can’t pick up a newspaper and not 
read about the situation.

mong the tragic mistakes 
made at Versailles after the 
first world war was the 

creation of the Kingdom of Serbs, 
Croats and Slovenes — now known 
as Yugoslavia.

The country has existed for 
seventy-three years (save for four 
years during World War II) and for

A ' :

However, much of this reporting 
has been biased, incorrect or 
incomplete.

continued on p. 10 I
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This cartoon, which appeared in the Zagreb Evening Paper on July 8, 
1991, has Serbia swallowing up Croatia. The symbol in the alligator is 
a Serbian slogan which stands for “Samo sloga Srbina spasava* and 
translates into “Only Serbian unity will save.”
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No education under occu
by Mazen Bouri Since the beginning of the popular 

Palestinian uprising known as the 
intifadeh, Palestinian education has been In one instance, 200 of Bethlehem 
systematically disrupted by Israeli 
military authorities.

Schools, universities and colleges 
have been shut down for long periods 
during the uprising against Israel’s 
occupation of the 
West Bank and the 
Gaza Strip.

The Israeli 
government and 
military claim the 
closures of Palestin
ian educational 
institutions have 
been necessary to 
“preserve security” 
and that schools and 
universities are 
“centres of unrest.”
Yet even kindergar
tens have been shut.

Education was 
further impeded 
when the Israeli 
Defence Ministry 
outlawed Palestinian 
attempts to organize 
alternative schools and distribute home- 
study packets.

One of the biggest single educational 
shutdowns came in February 1988, when 
all six major degree-granting Palestinian 
universities were shut down “until 
further notice” by military order. Also 
affected by the closure were numerous 
community colleges and schools.

In one fell swoop, over 15,000 
Palestinian students were deprived of 
their internationally recognized right to 
higher education.

The toll on students and teachers
during the intifadeh has been staggering.

University’s 1600 students were detained 
in the uprising’s first eight months. 
Members of the uni-versity’s community 
have also been subject, without benefit 
of either charge or trial, to periods of

renewable deten-

If you are a 
student at 

Bir Zeit 
University in 

occupied Palestine, 
you haven't been 

to class in the past 
three years.

•M.. H

tion of up to a year.
In one sample of 

detainees, close to 
20% were students. 

An even more 
painful practice 

used by the 
military authorities 

has been the exile 
of 62 Palestinians 

during the uprising. 
These forced exiles 
have come despite 

the fact that the 
Geneva Conven

tion prohibits 
“individual or mass 

transfers.” Of the 
62 deportees, 23 

were educators and 
students, including 

internationally renowned physicist 
Tagsir Aruri, who was deported two 
years ago.

Article 26 of the UN Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights declares 
unequivocally that “everyone has the 
right to education... higher education 
shall be equally accessible to all on the 
basis of merit.” Article 1 of the UN 
Convention Against Discrimination in 
Education, which Israel has ratified, 
prohibits “depriving any person or group 
of persons of access to education of any 
type or level.”

Almost two million Palestinians have 
long been deprived of the right to learn. 
Even before the uprising began in 
December 1987, the Israeli authorities 
had been trying to restrict the growth of 
the education sector in the territories and 
harassed teachers and students.

Palestinian students are prohibited 
from studying their own heritage, history 
and culture. The Israeli authorities have 
a list of 1000 books banned in (he West 
Bank and Gaza. Further, it is illegal to 
possess any publication by a Palestinian 
without a permit.

Universities cannot get periodicals. 
Laboratory and educational equipment is 
taxed at up to 100 percent, while Israeli 
universities are tax exempt.
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-■ . . The situation for Palestinian educa
tion worsened dramatically during the 
Gulf war. The occupied territories were 
subject to a strict 24-hour curfew for 46 
consecutive days. This curfew, where an 
entire people were confined to their 
homes, paralysed every aspect of life in 
the West Bank and Gaza.

Furthermore, at the end of February 
this year the Israeli military authorities 
extended closure orders on the four 
largest Palestinian universities for a 
further three months. Together they 
serve over 80 percent of students 
currently enroled in university.

“Israel should feel that it cannot get 
away with such stupid orders [as] closing 
schools and universities down on the
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pretext of security,” says Saeb Erakat, 
professor at Nablus al-Najah University.

While the Israeli government claims 
the opening of Palestinian universities 
threatens its national security, al-Haq, 
the West Bank affiliate of the Interna
tional Commission of Jurists provides 
another view: “The Israeli government’s 
actions force the conclusion that it is 

education itself that is targeted and that it 
is... another means of collective punish
ment.”

Declared one United Nations Relief 
and Works Agency official: “[the 
Israelis] want people to suffer and... to 
yield. They know how much Palestinians 
value education.” Many young Palestin
ian children are now growing up illiter
ate, while older children have forgotten 
much of what they were taught. The 
majority of high school graduates have 
been unable to begin, continue or 
complete their higher education.
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deplorable conditions x

k 4mIp.j
Dr. Han an Ashrawi, dean of the 

Faculty of Arts at Bir Zeit University, 
has spoken at length about the deplorable ? 
conditions Palestinians face in the 
occupied 
territories. In a 
June lecture at 
the University 
of Toronto,
Ashrawi 
declared that 
“real hunger” is 
occurring and 
economic 
“deprivation” 
has reached 
unprecedented 
levels.

As for U.S. 
peace efforts in 
the region,
Ashrawi 
observed that
“peace cannot be achieved without 
justice.”

Israeli military suppression of the 
uprising has led to over 942 deaths,
111,529 injuries, 15,000 administrative 
detentions and some 1,910 house 
demolitions. Curfew days totalled 9,945 
(excluding the Gulf war); thousands of 
acres of land have been confiscated, 
while well over 100,000 trees have been 
uprooted.

In view of the deteriorating situation,

a June United Nations symposium on 
Middle East peace was held in Montreal.
The delegates called for a peace confer
ence based on two longstanding UN 
resolutions: one prohibiting the acquisi
tion of land by force; the other support
ing the right of Palestinian self-determi
nation.

Unfortunately, the reality remains that 
efforts toward peace between Arabs and 
Israelis are proving, once again, to be 
futile — the occupation continues and 
the suffering grows.

Meanwhile, students at Bir Zeit 
university may spend a fourth academic 
year barred from class.
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Mtizen Bouri is a third-year arts student 
at York. Born in Beirut, Lebanon, he 
moved to Canada two years ago.
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REPORTING ON YUGOSLAVIA
continued from p. 7

Most articles about Yugoslavia 
are carried across wire services. 
And what interest might these 
agencies have in biased reporting 
out of Yugoslavia? Probably none, 
but the names of their correspon
dents might explain the bias.

The AP (Associated Press) 
correspondent in Belgrade — the 
capital of both Serbia and Yugosla
via — is Dusan Stojanovic.

The UPI (United Press Interna
tional) correspondent is Nesho 
Djuric. You need a subscription to a 
computer service that hooks up with 
these agencies to find this out.

To someone familiar with Slavic 
names, both bylines could hardly be 
more Serbian. And their articles are 
most certainly slanted if not totally 
biased.

One might argue that being 
journalists, they wouldn’t compro
mise their integrity on the basis of 
their nationality. Perhaps that is the 
case in Canada, where you would 
be equally comfortable reading 
articles about Quebec by John 
Downing or Luc Perrault.

However, the press in Belgrade 
are scandalously biased. You don’t 
have to take our word for it: the 
Serbs themselves were so fed up 
with how their own local politics 
were dealt with in the press that 
they organized massive rallies and 
paralysed Belgrade for almost a 
week.

making Serbia dominate that 
institution.

• Brutally oppressed the Albanians 
of Kosovo who account for 90% 
of the population in that province.

• Waged a war of state-supported 
terrorism in Croatia.

• Created armed gangs of terrorists 
to destabilize the fragile democra
cies in Croatia and Bosnia- 
Hercegovina.

All of this is done in the name of 
Greater Serbia, a country which 
would incorporate most of today’s 
Yugoslavia so that all Serbs could 
live in one country. They use the 
pretext of a threatened minority to 
justify this land grab.

All Serbs in one country? 
Threatened minority? Serbia Über 
Ailes? Leading Serbian newspapers 
write in all seriousness that 
Germany and Italy are supporting 
Croatian and Slovenian indepen
dence because of a secret scenario 
to create the Fourth Reich. What 
sort of mentality is behind this?

What sort of mentality prevails 
when Vojislav Seselj — a Serb who 
boasts he organized the massacre of 
12 Croatian policemen — is elected 
to Serbia’s parliament?

This mentality cannot be 
changed overnight. It is also 
unlikely anything will be resolved 
by peaceful and democratic means 
— not unless Serbs realize there are 
large parts of Yugoslavia that are 
not, never were and never will be 
Serbia.

The sooner this happens, the 
better for all concerned. But 
between now and then it will be a 
very difficult time for all of the 
peoples who live in the sorry state 
known as Yugoslavia.

Martin Gamulin is a fourth year po
litical science/history student at York. 
Nik Gamulin is entering his first year 
at York. Both are members of the 
York Croatian Students Federation.
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Yugoslavian government tanks break through a barricade in Slovania in July of this year. Yugoslavia has 
been in turmoil for most of the century. With Croatia and Serbia declaring independence in June, the 
situation has come to a head.

against Croats. Wrong. Ask any 
Slovene, Macedonian, Albanian,
Muslim or Hungarian what their 
problem is and they will all tell 
you they have problems with the 
Serbian government — particu
larly the present one. It is led by 
Slobodan Milosevic, a communist 
who has stirred Serbian national
ism into a frenzy in order to hold 
onto power.

• There are half a million Serbs in

Croatia who don’t want to live in 
Croatia for fear ofpersecution 
and want to join Serbia. Wrong. 
Of the 500,000 Serbs who live in 
Croatia, most are scattered around

• Serbs fear Croatian nationalism. 
Wrong. Slovenes, Croats, 
Muslims, Macedonians and others 
fear Serbian nationalism.

If you are searching for the truth, 
you should take everything you 
think you know about Yugoslavia 
and forget it. Consider the follow
ing ‘facts’ which regularly appear 
in the press:

the larger towns and cities. Many 
live in the so-called “Krajina.”
This area has a majority of Serbs 
but is by no means ethnically 
pure. It has proclaimed itself part that Milosevic was swept to power 
of Serbia but only accounts for 
120,000 Serbs.

Newspaper reports will not tell 
you the real goals of Milosevic’s
government.

It was in the streets of Belgrade

with his strident nationalism. Since
• The basic problem is Serbs his rise to power, Serbia has:

• Revoked the autonomous 
province status of Vojvodina and 
Kosovo while retaining their vote 
in the Yugoslav Presidency,

Critiquing the critics
Rethinking Thelma and Louise AUSTRIA

If the problem is negative ste
reotyping, we should recognize that 
female characters have been given 
far less autonomy, far fewer human 
characteristics or choices, than male

by Ira Nayman HUNGARYSLOVENIA

Ljubljana # 
^ 1

analysis
I missed the US News and World 
Report article denouncing Thelma 
and Louise, but I did manage to see 
an episode of Crossfire devoted to 
the film.

Thelma and Louise clearly hit a 
nerve. But while this film about a 
pair of women who go on a week
end fishing trip and end up being 
hunted by the police for a crime 
spree is by no means perfect, it is 
not as bad as its current detractors 
make it out to be.

This criticism has come mainly 
from male political commentators 
and pundits; film critics have gen
erally reacted favourably.

There are two specific com
plaints about Thelma and Louise: the 
film does not have any sympathetic 
male characters and it is too violent. 
These complaints are not supported 
by the film, and do not consider the 
history of the medium.

ROMANIAZagreb 

CROATIA
VOJVODINA V 
Novi Sad J

; •••../
Belgrade

There are a lot of unsympathetic characters, 
male characters in Thelma and As for the violence: there is one x- r
Louise, from the guyThelma (Geena murder, an attempted rape, a bank 
Davis) meets in a bar who ends up robbery and an exploding tanker 
trying to rape her to a sweet young truck. There is more violence in a 
hitchhiker who robs banks — and, single minute of Terminator 2 than 
eventually, the two women.

Li BOSNIA AND 
\ HERZEGOVINA\X

.*1 /I
xnCX>

1YUGOSLAVIA\

(
X

X
\in all of Thelma and Louise. (And X^

X
SERBIAnote that the criticism of violence Strajtvo /

However, there are at least two 
redeemable men: the boyfriend of 
Louise (Susan Sarandon), who 
tracks her down to propose to her, 
and sympathetic cop who tries to 
help them.

Dubrovnik

•-O'
x**» \centres on murder or destruction of 

property, not on rape.)
One Crossfire guest claimed that 

the ending, in which Thelma and 
Louise drive off a cliff rather than

» ■ \

[MONTENEGRO^. ITitograd Pristina •
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Lake
Skularlbe captured, was “nihilistic.” This 

Two sympathetic male charac- is a misinterpretation: the ending is 
ters contrasted by a dozen jerks may an affirmation of Thelma and 
not seem like much, but it is more Louise’s friendship (even in death), 
than women are frequently allowed.
How many films have portrayed would also have to interpret the 
women as brainless bimbos or scene on which it was based in the 
selfless wives and mothers, ruling same way: the final scene in Butch 
out other possibilities?

/*>*
r * Skopje

ITALY MACEDONIA

Lake
Prespay^To view it as “nihilistic" you ALBANIA'

Lake
0 km 120 GREECEOri rid

Cassidy and the Sundance Kid. This 
hasn’t happened, nor is it likely to. 

There is a double standard here:it
male friendships are encouraged in 
films, female friendships are dis
couraged; violence wielded by a 
man makes him a hero, violence 
wielded by a woman makes her 
unfeminine. These are sexist as
sumptions, unworthy of valid criti
cism.

criticism • condemnation • diatribes • manifestoes • 
rants • discoveries • speeches • Ideas • dialogues • 
polemics • dissertations • epistles • monologues • 

proclamations • accusations • declamations • 
declarations «defences • defenestrations • blatherlngs

i

£

Say it in the Bearpit!4
Some men are threatened by 

Thelma and Louise. Strong female 
friendships scare insecure men; 
violent women are threatening be
cause they challenge women’s 
subservient roles. This fear is the 
basis of much of the criticism.

Thelma and Louise is a brilliant 
film. Don’t believe the hype.

All student submissions considered. Please 
keep length under 600 words.

excalibur • 111 central square
Louise (Susan Sarandon) talks to her boyfriend (Michael Madsen) In Thelma 
and Louise. A lot of the current criticism of the film is sexist, falling to consider 
the ways Hollywood has traditionally portrayed sex roles.
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Amie warned us he would be 
back, but he didn't say he 
would be bringing George Bush

by Andrew Brouse model made of — what else — 
liquid metal.

Just beyond the death, destruc
tion and general havoc wreaked by 
the two Terminators is a Christian/

It is a long way from Kapuskasing, I Terminator 2: Judgment Day 
Ontario to Hollywood. directed by James Cameron

Kapuskasrngis a medium-sized
Northern Ontario town dependant 1-------------------------------------------- 1 capitalist morality tale.
on the mining and pulp and paper countless vehicles and police It shows up here and there: the 
industries. It is the last stop on the cruisers and an office building, subtitle Judgement Day is an eerie ^ 
Ontario Northland train run. While the action sequences are great, reminder of the belief held by Ro-

My father, the train freak, once the film suffers from brooding in- nald Reagan (who along with 
took me up to Kapuskasing just for trospections and fatuous moraliz- George Bush is a friend of 
the ride. About all there is to do on ing about bow humans have become Schwarzenegger) that the “judge- 
the train is get shitfaced in the bar so good at self-annihilation.

The most irritating internal would come as an all-out nuclear ■ 
James Cameron, the director of contradiction is that, while suggest- war; the bumper sticker “Jesus 

Terminator, is from Kapuskasing. ing that the military/industrial Saves” on a truck the protagonists 
What this has to do with this movie technocracy threatens to destroy drive; and John’s comment that

humanity, Terminator 2 glorifies Russians are “good guys now.”
Terminator 2 is refreshingly free 

In the first Terminator, ma- of misogyny and ostensibly conveys

r 1

:
i 1

■ ; :i

ment day” of biblical prophesy :£car.

w
I’m not sure.

t1At about 100 million dollars, technology.
Terminator 2: Judgment Day is the 
most expensive movie in cinematic chines rule the world. Arnold a positive message. “Ultimately the 
history. If you like action films in Schwarzenegger is sent back from film is about the value of human
the tradition of Die Hard and the the future on an abortive mission to life,” James Cameron says. “How-
original Terminator, you will like terminate Sarah Conner, the mother ever, the film also film empowers
this one. It is a good action film with of the future leader of the human the individual”
stunning special effects and pyro- resistance against the machines, 
technics, relatively unfettered by 
any profound plot development.

■311 *

Amie! Amie! Amie! Everybody's favourite Kennedy goes into popularity over
drive and is reincarnated as a good cyborg. Does any of it make sense? Did 
George Bush's election make sense? Things blow up—blow up real good. What 
more sense does Amie (or George) need?But it really reinforces the notion

In Terminator 2 Amie returns, that violence is an acceptable means tor becomes an analogue for to be viable; so when there is no
this time as a‘good’ terminator sent of resolving dilemmas.

Lots of stuff blows up real good: to protect young John Conner from
a few tractor trailers, a helicopter, the new ‘bad’ terminator, a T1000 the mythological‘good’Termina- positions of good and bad in order you must invent one.

American foreign policy. Conven- perceived evil ‘other’ (such as the 
In this way, Schwarzenegger as tional morality relies on polar op- ‘threat’ of Communism or drugs)

Food for Thought but no Solace
by Ira Nayman The lyrics sometimes approach 

the maudlin—as if Meryn Cadell’s 
Mtryn Cadell teenager started taking herself dead

Angel Food for Thought seriously — but there are enough
based singer-songwriter’s first full album, Angel Food for Intrepid Records original images to redeem
Thought, however, gives her great creative freedom. Sarah McLachlan McLachlan’s lapses.

Cadell delivers most of her songs conversationally, in Nettwerk'Productions Befitting the subject matter, the
a quick, breathless style; it’s as if we’re listening in on the _____________ ________ music is dark and complex with a
thoughts of a teenage girl. She occasionally sings (on touch of the exotic, even on rela-
“Secret,” or the chorus of “Bumble Bee”), revealing a tudes towards their bodies lively up-tempo pop songs like
voice that is adequate, if not outstanding. (“Maidenfonn”) orioles (“Barbie”). “Drawn to the Rhythm” and “Into

The main attraction of Angel Food for Thought is This makes it stand out against our the Fire ” The final cut on the CD
Cadell’s loopy wit. “Right Attendant,” for instance, por- male-dominated mass culture, 
trays a less than enthusiastic job applicant talking to a 
disconcertingly distant interviewer; “The Pope” tells of 
Pope John Paul El’s Toronto visit from the point of view of 
a person suffocating in the crowd.

The album contains an unapologetically female point 
of view, whether the subject is love (“Bumble Bee” or “The 
Sweater”), religion (“I Been Redeemed”), women’s atti-

It is hard (but fun) to imagine Meryn Cadell’s comic 
sensibilities transferred to film or television. The Toronto-

“Mercy,” is positively dirge-like. 
The main attraction of Solace isAlthough different in almost

every other aspect, Sarah McLachlan’s voice. She has aban- 
McLachlan’s second album Solace doned some of the vocal pyrotech- 
shows a similarly female point of nies which appeared on her first 
view. Not surprisingly, it is also the album Touch, concentrating 
product of a smaller label straightforward delivery, and occa-
(Vancouver’s Nettwerk), which sionally builds complex sounds 
gives McLachlan the freedom to through harmony. Classically 
explore this point of view.

McLachlan’s main concern is angelic voice that is a joy to listen 
relationships, personal and political. to.

from the wide-eyed political fresh- Despite its title, Solace offers little 
man to the older, wizened Prime 
Minister (who resembles Doc 
Brown, the zany professor in the 
Back to the Future trilogy),
Ouimette invokes the most laugh-

!
m on

III

Get the microwave cookbook trained, McLachlan has a beautiful,

by Stephen Balsky
Both Solace and Angel Food for 

comfort; it aches with the memory Thought are mature works that ex- 
oflove lost, the realization that there plore the world from a woman’s 
is a lot of suffering in the world and perspective. They are complex, and 
the suspicion that the way our soci- must be listened to repeatedly to be 
ety is organized has caused it.

Fmm the for Heate's L"d" **
Passe Muraille’s Laurier, I got the written and directed by Michael Hollingsworth

Theatre Passe Murailleimpression that the production 
would be lavish and stylish but about
as interesting as reading microwave Quebec after four members die in ter.
cookbooks. Unfortunately, the play office in five years. Ironically, Robert Nasmith is also amusing
fulfilled my expectations. Laurier’s most stubborn opposition as the Jimmy Swaggart-like Bishop

Laurier is the fifth instalment of comes from his son Armand, thus who delivers his tines at twice the 
Michael defining the patricidal character of volume of the others. 

Hollingsworth’s History of the Vil- the war between Quebec and
lage of the Small Huts cycle. The Canada, 
first four plays were satires of

fully appreciated.

I-

\playwright
The costumes — from what

Icould be seen of them — were im- 
The biggest flaw of this produc- pressive, reflecting the Victorian 

Canada’s colonial past, character- tion is Jim Plaxton’s allegedly styl- and Edwardian eras, 
ized by short, rapid-fire scenes. ish “black box” lighting. Every Laurier employs one interesting 

This instalment chronicles Sir character is seen through some ob- stage technique when the Prime
Wilfrid Laurier’s political awaken- scure peephole of light as if the Minister and Henri Bourassa, his
ing of the unlikely duo of Bishop viewer is in a box. Not once is the archrival, play a mental tug-of-war
Bourget and Sir John A. stage totally lit and only the occa- with the confused Armand. Each
MacDonald. The young Laurier sional spotlight brightens some of actor stands to one side of the stage
marries the ravishing Zoe the actors. I found this very annoy- (tike the old devil/angel conflict of

decision); they speak as if they are 
The pace of Laurier also leaves at opposite poles of Armand’s 

elected to the Parliament of Canada something to be desired. There are psyche. This is clever and effective,
as a nationalist from Quebec.

i
'

LaFontaine, has an unpublicized ing. 
affair with Emile Lavergne and is

too many dull stretches; I often Overall I found Laurier
As Sir John A’s government is found myself glancing at my watch overlong; it dragged in spots, 

riven with scandal after scandal, or shifting in my seat. Scholars of history or political sci-
Laurier becomes a father as his Laurier does have its merits, ence might be interested in check-
mistress bears his first son, Armand however. Stephen Ouimette in the ing it out.
Lavergne/Laurier. title role gives an engaging perfor- For more information phone The-

The fiery rogue eventually be- mance, displaying more energy than atre Passe Muraille (16 Ryerson
comes the first Prime Minister from any other cast member. As he grows Street) at 363-2416.
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Rage a successful mix of humour and violence
by ira Nayman film
Writer Chester Himes mixes 
humour and violence in equal 
measure, frequently in the same 
scenes. The last time Hollywood 
made a movie from one of his nov
els (1970’s Cotton Comes to 
Harlem), it concentrated on the 
humour.

A Rigt i* Harlem
directed by Bill Duke

starring Forest Whitaker and Robin Givens 
produced by Palace (Harlem) Pictures

A-

the film, but unlike most of the 
other leads Givens doesn ’ t allow us 
to see the transformation.-v

W (The fact that she’s the only major 
female character unfortunately 
gives her performance more promi
nence; it is also a failing of the film.)

Director Bill Duke manages to 
keep events moving at high speed: 
what doesn’t work is replaced soon 
enough by something which does. 
This sometimes allows for startling 
mood changes: In the middle of a 
serious shoot-out Easy Money 
(Glover)’s dog is suddenly taken

, , r —hostage, causing the tough guy to
(Forest Whitaker), convincing him blubto hilariously,
to put her up while she looks for a wUlm » A Rage in Harlem doesn t really
buyer; she is unaware that her boy- Foresl WhitakM, holding his life's savings, and Robin Givens, holding Forest Whitaker, in Bill Duke's A Rage in Harlem, have any rage (and needn’t have 
friend Slim (Badja Djola) and two There i,n‘* much ra9e. and the film, basically a crime story, didn't have to be set in Harlem, but it is entertaining been set in Harlem). Aside from 
members of his gang have survived nonetheless- one character (Claude X, who
a shoot-out with the police and are the duplicitous Imabelle’s spell. Himes fills the comers of his pecially Zakes Mokae as the trans- Preac^es black power on street 
looking for her and the gold. Gregory Hines is surprisingly good story with oddball details, demand- vestite owner of a brothel and Danny cor"ers)- Ra8e does not have an

Whitaker is hilarious and in the non-dancing role of Goldy, ing full attention from the viewer Glover as a tough crime syndicate exP,icit political agenda.
However, any mainstream film

by a Black director wiui an all- 
Black cast has an implicit political 
message: Black people work hard, 
form friendships and fall in love 
like anybody else. Himes’ grifters, 

The only problem with the cast con artists and tough guys may not 
Regarding Henry is a film which *s Givens, where the other actors be the best role models, but they are

exploits and manipulates the audi- have the depth of oceans, she realistic, interesting and in control
ence with a trite and cliched moral projects the strength of a puddle— of their own destinies, which is un
message. It leaves me with only one a shallow puddle. The tough usual for Black characters in Holly-
question: why do I love it so much? imabelle softens over the course of wood films.

The latest Himes adaptation, A 
Rage in Harlem, tries to strike a j 
balance between the disparate ele
ments of his novels. Most of the j 
time it works, making A Rage in \ 
Harlem an entertaining film.

Set in the 1950s, A Rage in 
Harlem follows the exploits of a j 
group who become involved with a j
trunk full of gold.

Imabelle (Robin Givens) wants 
to sell it. She seduces Jackson

r A

B

l
/
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y

j
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touching as a religious, inexperi- Jackson’s shifty but soft-hearted for maximum enjoyment. There are boss. A lot of other characters are 
enced young man who comes under brother. a number of delightful cameos, es- involved (including Coffin Ed and

Gravedigger Jones, the police heroes 
of Cotton Comes to Harlem, played 
here for laughs).Trust me, babe, you'll love it

by Azed Majeed film
Regarding Henry

directed by Mike Nichols 
starring Harrison Ford and Annette Bening 

produced byParamount Pictures

What is it about slicked back hair?
Seems like anybody who is unfor

tunate enough to contract this condi
tion immediately metamorphoses 
from a “normal guy” into a “great big wo°d system that espouses a ‘moral’ 
corporate asshole.” Y ou think people Posjtion. 
would learn: less Brylcreem, more 
humanity.

Offensive comedian has feet of Clay
Furthermore, the moral lesson of 

Regarding Henry is simple and cli- Stephen BerQSOtl 
This formula holds true for Mike ched,and the film dips into the syrup 

Nichols’ latest film. Regarding fairly often to manipulate the viewer. Once again Andrew Dice Clay, the 
Henry. This is one of those “high Ford’s portrayal of Henry is alter- self-proclaimed “number one co
concept” films where the production nately brutal and sweet. This is where median” is trying to make money 
meeting probably went: my previous theory about hairstyle from a film he dares to call enter-

and ethical demeanour comes in.

on animals, Japanese, and women 
(his favourite target).

The only good thing to be said 
about dreck such as “Eeny meeny 
miny mo / Suck my dick and swal
low slow” is that at least it rhymes.

-Hey. I’m „Um ’ ya. ,His picture Initially Henry Turner 1, . big. tor™' ^ ^ ^ a«miUled I've go. a better one: “Dice has a

will be huge —huge! Harrison Ford wealthy, corrupt lawyer, a bad hus- The Diceman Cometh may have The rest of the concert contains waste vour time / And don’t waste

When Henry is shot (in the head, ences won’t shell out eight bucks to 
and Ford says he'll take a cut in by the way, which is very close to the watch Clay for an hour and a half 
salary. We can get him for ten mil. ” hair) he becomes an innocent, mor- 

"Can you imagine Indiana Jones ally superior, ethical lawyer, a good 
playing a guy as harmless as a puppy husband and a terrific father. This 
dog? Man, we’re talking Oscars radical change in Henry’s perspec- 
here!”

film
Diet Rules

directed by Jay Dubin 
starring Andrew Dice Clay 
produced by Seven Arts

movie/It ain’t very funny/So don’t

all sweet and considerate — wow! —

When one looks at the images he 
presents and how he presents them 
it’s not hard to see why.

live is mirrored by his changing . ^.^ins Dice Rules by bor- 
"Audiences will love it! It's slick! hairstyle. In other words, once his us Wl minutes of inaccurate 

It's fast-paced! It’s feel-good! It's easy hair gets dry he literally becomes a antasy about his life before he be- 
to watch...and it has a great new man. cam® co°L. In ^ stereotyped
soundtrack! It’s so Hollywood, audi- As Henry’s wife, Annette Bening wo™ Clay is a clutzy, childish, 
ences won't even know why they love does a good job in a thankless role, polite guy who shares the chores
it so much! ” C’ mon Hollywood, let’s put a stop to w*dl his husband-beating wife.

He lives in an angry town where“This humanitarian stuff is big those ‘strong wife’ roles and get some
business these days. I’d say we’ll real parts for women. Bening is a every citizen needlessly blames all
make triple tumaroundon this one...” good actress who shouldn’t have to their troubles on him. He is con-

"And there's lots of room for play second fiddle to a male actor’s stantly yelled at.
product placement — Ted, call hair.
Coke...er, by the way...speaking of 
Coke...does anybody have any... ?”

Clay wants us to feel sorry for 
Bill Nunn (of Do the Right Thing him because he’s the “innocent 

fame) does an excellent job as Brad- victim” of the very minorities he 
ley, Henry’s physiotherapist. Nunn’s verbally lashes out at. For example,

Why am I being so cynical? Be- Bradley is even sweeter than Ford’s ^ 0y man wilh a Euro
cause there is something paradoxical Henry, and without the benefit of 
about a film coming out of the Holly- holes in his head.

pean accent gets into a fight with 
him over money; a lazy Black gas 
station attendant vandalizes his car.

Sorry, Clay. No Dice. You may 
find such portrayals accurate, funny 
and/or entertaining but I see them as 
hateful bigotry thinly disguised as

à*»

j m
V

art.
jfe When this is finally over we are 
■ “treated” to his concert footage 
* filmed at Madison Square Gardens, 
i. during which he not only proves he 
r can’t tell jokes but demonstrates he

can’t sing either. Some of the mate
rial, such as the impersonations of 
John Travolta, Eric Roberts, 
Sylvester Stallone and AI Pacino 
(all of whom sound exactly like 
Clay) and his “Nursery Rhymes for

■ -A*iffI Forget what you've heard about comedian Andrew Dice Clay. He's a nice guy. 
No, really. He's sensitive. Caring. Kind to children and dogs. Lookathispicture; 
this is clearly a man who has seen the light. It hurts him when people say nasty 
things about him. He may be an offensive sleazeball without an ounce of wit,but 
he's a sensitive kind of offensive sleazeball without an ounce of genuine wit.

/
You can tell that Harrison Ford is hurtin' just from the publicity still, cant ya? 
I tell ya, a still with a family in it is worth its weight in Paramount stock. It's gold, 
pure go — hey! Where's the dog?
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Fiction rooted in South Central Earth
Boyz N The Hood has serious 
things to say about Black men

by David Sutherland

Boyz N The Hood
directed by John Singleton 

starring Larry Fishbume and Cuba Gooding Jr. 
released by Columbia Pictures

At the core of John Singleton Boyz N 
The Hood are some very serious 
thoughts concerning the present and 
future state of young Black men in 
America. Title cards preceding the 
film tell us that “one in seventeen Bassett), but after one too many 
Black American males will be fights at school she sends him to 
murdered each year,” and that “most live with his father, Furious (played 
will die at the hands of another by Larry “Yes, I know I should play

Malcolm X” Fishbume).
Singleton demonstrateshis sense

*/jHe lives with his mother (Angel

F

ear »

Black male.”
If you want more stats consider

this: one quarter of African- of cinematic irony when, as ten- ■
American men in their twenties are year-olds, the boys go on a search If 
either in jail, on parole or on proba- for a dead body. They walk around ■

the comer and onto the train tracks; U 
These statistics are deceiving if we sense they are going on a long 

we look at them as raw data: you journey (this shot echoing a frame |xgg_ ~i-- ; g M
must exist before the statisticians from the recent film Stand By Me in J**®1^*' '****
can count you. Singleton confronts which four boys travel 60 miles to Doughboy (played by Ice Cube) is one of three close friends who grow up together in South Central Los Angeles in John
this existence by crafting a fictional see a dead body). Singleton's first film, Boyz N The Hood,
family drama about three young
men growing up. The characters in seconds later, however, and find a

I ?

A
tion.

They get off the tracks a few The story of Tre and the two
this film are fleshed out, not mere dead body staring them in the face. fiîm^Sè'fitacont^lœTSÎhe 

actors on a statistical landscape. In their neighbourhood, death is 
The story begins with ten-year- just around the comer, 

old Tre Styles (Cuba Gooding Jr.) 
in school with some of his class-

Fishbume’s character drops about South Central L.A. from the 
some serious truths about being a idiot box, his film would be way off 
man throughout the film, truths my the mark. But he is not: Singleton’s 
father has often told me. Somehow own experience lends this film a 
they ring truer up there on the screen, certain authenticity. Because this 
thirty times the size of life.

Boyz N The Hood is an incred-

most realistic conversations about 
safe sex and AIDS I have ever seen. 

The story picks up seven years Other subjects include virginity, 
, later, and the boys are now young brotherly love, parental obligation

mates, as they pass posters of Ro- men. Ricky (Morris Chestnut) is a and the effect of constant violence 
nald Ray-gun they give him the football hero and father. His brother 
finger. From our introduction to Doughboy, the neighbourhood drug 
Tre we see he is intelligent, with a peddler, is played by ex-N W A 
temper.

film comes from the source, it is a 
lot more realistic than something 
thrice-removed., ible first film. Singleton does not

on people growing up. The acting is betray his age of 23. Raised in 
nuanced; the excellent ensemble 
cast led by Fishbume yields dia
monds from time to time.

Too often, people look at the 
Inglewood, California, he made so fictional films of Black filmmakers 
many waves in film school that and perceive them as documentary,
Creative Artists Agency signed him which i s an error in perception. Boyz
while he was still a student — not N The Hood is not a documentary, it 

| unprecedented, just highly unusual, is a work of fiction with its roots
I If Singleton were some Santa planted deeply in South Central
| Monica filmmaker who had heard Earth.

rapper Ice Cube.

Vi I* ir ... * *
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Todd Hayne's latest 
f film is pure Poison

n

• «4*
>*.B

Fw*
by Paul Gazzola

Æ Contrary to popular belief, the “E” 
in NEA does not stand for Enjoy
ment, but Endowment, making the
U. S. body’s name “The National York Stories, Haynes does not wait 
Endowment for the Arts." This im- until one story is completed before 
portant distinction probably ex- moving on to the next one. The 
plains why the Reverend Donald three stories are intercut, becoming 
Wildmon and the American Family echoes of each other — the ticking 
Association dislike the film Poison, clock heard in “Horror” represents 

Poison — surprise, surprise — the inevitable and violent endings 
is not a family film. That s one of of the other two stories as well, 
the reasons Wildmon is upset about The fate of misfits and deviants 
the $25,000 NEA endowment given in middle class America is not,
to director/writer Todd Haynes to however, the sole purpose of Poison.
help finance the film. Another is In “Hero," Felicia Bacon’s appraisal
Wildmon s belief that Poison con- of her son (“He was a meek soul.

While some may feel that this is Comitatus. With subject matter this almost becomes a recruiting film for tains “explicit porno scenes of ho- People pick on meek souls.”) is too
familiar film territory, few films, potent, a clearly defined moral posi- these hate groups. mosexuals involved in anal sex.” simple and self-serving. With the
narrative or documentary, can match tion seems necessary. At one point in the film, Klan (There is no word whether Wildmon exception of the scientist in “Hor-
this incredibly powerful — although However, Rafferty chooses not to leader Pastor Bob Miles gives his would've preferred explicit porno ror,” there are no real “meek souls”
unquestioningly pedestrian—pre- comment, allowing these venomous reasons for allowing Rafferty and scenes of heterosexuals involved in in the film. Victims and victimizes
sentation of malevolence. individuals to speak their minds. The company to bring their cameras in, anaI sex ) become tangled in a net of reac-

Rafferty and co-producer/direc- filmhas received criticism from those saying that although some people will What I think really pisses the tions; who did what to whom even-
tors Anne Bohlen, Village Voice who say that, without narration, it disagree with what he espouses at Reverend off is that he doesn’t know tually becomes unimportant. The

least they will see that he and his what the hell the film is about, 
friends have nothing to hide.

Poison
directed by Todd Haynes 

produced with Sundance Studios

âlw
seat) and Cuta Gooding” ^ d'reCt°r 0< ,he ncw ,ilm B°VZ N The Hood, discusses a scene with Ice Cube (in the driver's

Bad Blood leaves strong impression
by Azed Majeed columnist James Ridgeway and Roger 

and Me director Michael Moore, 
Blood in the Face, a new documen- maintain an objective distance as they 
tary by Atomic Cafe director Kevin passively infiltrate white suprema- 
Rafferty, burrows deep into the heart c'st groups, including the Aryan Na

tion, the KKK, The Order and Posse

Blood in the Face
directed by Kevin Rafferty 

produced by Right Thinking Productions
of hatred and evil.

best the viewer can do is try to 
Inspired by the works of Jean figure out who started it.

This is perhaps the only logical Genet, Poison features three sepa- The focus of Poison comes at
statement made by any member of the rate but interrelated stories, all the end of “Horror.” In a scene 
Partyiil is also the most disturbing, bearing simple one-word titles, reminiscent of Frankenstein, Dr.

1 “i , Although Rafferty has shown us a “Hero,” filmed as a mock docu- Graves, now dubbed the Leper Sex-
* ’ ” part of our society we seldom get a mentary, gives an account of seven Killer, is besieged by police and an
| chance to see, we cannot assume that year-old Richie Beacon who, ac- angry mob.
f lhe general response to these cording to his mother, shoots his 
L anomalous fnnge dwellers will be
■L* one of moral indignation.

iâàm> r*

But the police don’t ask him to 
father and disappears, flying out the surrender, nor do the townspeople
window. attempt to bum him out. “Make

Rafferty seems to suggest that this “Horror” is about a scientist who yourself visible” is what is de- 
concern for moral consensus is far discovers the source of the sex drive, manded of Graves. When he does,
rivTOUSr lhT the b1ile"fllled on,y to drink it by mistake. His everyone shrinks back in horror and 
hetonc of these fundamentalists. The subsequent decay is depicted in the disgust, 
endency to censor material which style of a black-and-white “B” filmsts,n « p*» -

v WWm *■ 1 ■ Vi'

kV m
I* f

tfi Reverend Wildmon’s criticism 
misses the point: Poison is nota film

.. comes obsessed with another, you can enjoy, because your reac-
Make up your own mind about eventually raping him. Unlike tion to it makes you visible. Then 

these down-to-earth bigots, but don’t Francis Ford Coppola, Martin 
miss this film.

The banality of evil: neo-Nazi and other right-wing fringe groups look and sound 
just like the folks next door in Kevin Rafferty's documentary Blood in the Face. you have to look around and see

Scorsese and Woody Allen’s New who is watching.

film

film

film

©
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£ Hanif Kureishi's Buddha: all that Raj
*

by Simon Chung book mNow that children of the ’70s have 
grown up to become today’s 
songwriters, designers and authors, 
we are suddenly overwhelmed by 
assorted rehashes of the era: side- 
bums, pseudo-psychedelia (a la into post-swing London, where he 
Lenny Kravitz), Lady Miss Kier’s encounters a motley assortment of 
platform shoes. All of a sudden the colourful characters — including 
decade once considered a drab Charlie, an unsuccessful rocker who 
hangover seems anything but bor- literally jumps on the punk band

wagon at the first opportunity and

Tkt Buddha tf Suburbia
written by Hand Kureishi 

published by Viking Books 
284 pages, $11.95

■ssssç™
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*n8- wagon at the first opportunity and .... ,, -,
The decade is also starting to finds phenomenal success in j

make its appearance in literature as America after changing his name to I
a new generation of writers pen Charlie Hero. Sounds suspiciously jtheir first novels-often based on like Billy Idol, doesn’t it? I
childhood or adolescent experi- ^re is also the shallow and |

ences .HamflCuretshi has done just pretentious theatre director, tellingly ^
that m his first novel Oust released named Shad well. Shadwell cits ■
in paperback), The Buddha of Sub- Karim in a West End production of 9

The Jungle Book as the Indian boy l_lf
Best known for his brilliantly Mowgli, complete with loincloth -

acerbic screenplays My Beautiful and phoney accent.
Laundrette and Sammy and Rosie 
Get Laid, Kureishi again examines 
the English-born Indian in this deli
ciously witty novel. Unlike the two 
screenplays, both set in Thatcher’s 
England, Buddha uses mid-seven
ties London as its backdrop.

The protagonist Karim Amir is 
bom of an Indian father and an 
English mother (like Kureishi 
himself), and grows up in the sub
urbs of South London. As the book 
begins we find Karim bored out of 
his mind with the stagnancy of the
suburbs, unaware that his life is En8land Every day at school (be

fore he steps going), Karim is lucky 
if his schoolmates let him leave

Ml r €p
h 'H*/ ■siilB1

Despite his adventures, Karim 
remains essentially unhappy and
confused. And who can blame him? nval Jrom Bombay announces he is Buddha of suburbia, whose interest desperate search for identity and
Added to the usual chaos of into “«he classics.” in eastern philosophy turns out to meaning which eventually degen-
teenagehood and the ordeal of a . Youdon tmeanthatGreekshit? be genuine.Transplanted to a for- crated into the nihilistic anger of
broken home is the difficulty of Virgil or Dante or Homo or some- eign clime, he returns philosophi- punk. 6
growing up in racist England. Bom ,Karim in9uires 7116 reply: cally to the mystic East and finds Through the rootless and con-
and bred in South London, Karim p G.Woodhouse and Conan Doyle solace there. There are even dis- fused Karim, Kureishi allows us to
is, in his mind, just as English as the for™e: ciples who flock to him for advice, experience that equally rootless and
Queen (who, after all, is German); Curiously enough, one of the all of them lost suburban souls. confused era. It is as evocative of 
but to the English he is merely a , Indian characters who seems In a way that’s what the ’70s the ’ 70s as his two screenplays were 
“paki” and a “nigger.” tru,y at peace is Karim’s father, the were all about: that ceaseless and of Thatcher’s years.

MWH is OK, OMD is DOARacism is rampant in Kureishi’s

about to change forever.
The first sign comes from his _ „ „

father, anon-practising Muslim civil Wlth a few minor flesh wounds. By Ira Nayman
And there is the father who won’t pop tune with a good — well, you 

get the idea.

The angst isn’t typically teen
age, although love is its main object 
(for a band that sings so often about 
love, OMD has surprisingly little 
that is original to say on the sub
ject). Even a song which attempts 
something different, like “Pandora’s 
Box” — based on a true story of an 
actress who, after some success in 
the 1930s, died obscure and penni
less in the 1980s — is undercut by 
an unsophisticated approach and 
lack of empathy for its subject.

musicservant who suddenly becomes an .
avid Buddhist. The reason for this et Karim date his lily-white If you were a synthesizer band in 
apostasy is soon apparent: he has dau8hter- Racism also comes iir the eighties, how would you cope 
been invited by the charismatic and subder forms: the way Shadwell with the musical realities of the 
upwardly mobile Eva to lecture to embarrasses Kanm by making him nineties?Synthesizer music has
her social group on the mysteries of Put on 30 Indian accent. been overtaken and largely replaced _____________________
transcendental meditation. When, Indians have been affected by by samplers and “back to basics” surprisingly good pop with a hard 
inevitably, Dad falls in love with two hundred years of colonialism, movements — the ‘new folkies’ — guitar edge.
Eva — and Karim in lust with her Even today, forty years after the bave made synth-based music Orchestral Manoeuvres in the 
son Charlie — his secure suburban collapse of the British Raj, culture lar8e|y redundant. Dark, by way of contrast, has ap
honie is doomed. is still defined by many Indians as Recent releases by two former proached the problem of the di-

From South London our how much Shakespeare one knows, synth bands offer different solu- minishing interest in synth-pop by
picaresque hero then ventures forth At one point in Buddha a new ar- tions to this problem. renewing their commitment to it.

Montreal’s Men Without Hats “Sailing on the Seven Seas,” the
p || j - - _ __ has approached the diminishing first single off their latest cassette
hear Unner IMP IlmhrPllZl popularity of ^«resized music by Sugartax, is a catchy little pop tune The only track of more than

MWI wmimillH abandoning the instrument entirely, with a good beat and a so-so hook, passing interest is “Apollo XI ”
replacing it with a heavy whirl of “Pandora’s Box (It’s a Long which is a sampling of the techno- 
guitars. Their latest cassette Side- Long Way),” the second single, is a babble of Mission Control in Hous-
ways is ragged and fuU of jangling catchy little pop tune with a good ton, so familiar to those of us who
rough edges, a departure from the beat and a so-so hook. grew up with the Moon launches of
smooth sounds of their seminal work Then You Turn Away,” the third the 60s. Unfortunately, one inter-
Folk of the Eighties, Part III. cuton the cassette, is a catchy little es ting song does not an album make.

In a way, MWH has offered an 
inadvertent critique of the whole 
synth-pop movement. Instrumentals 
off therecentalbum, especially “The 
Van Der Graaf Generation Blues”

Orchtstral Manoeuvres in thi Dark
Sugar Tax 

Virgin Records
Men Without Hats

Sideways 
Polygram Records

by Stephen Balsky theatre
Under the Umbrella is a collection of 
nine plays, late-night cabarets and 
readings by writers and actors from
their own works. The series has three Ladies Dance Hall is equally dark 
alternating programs and is sponsored and brooding, although it doesn’t 
in part by CHRY, York s radio sta- display the energy or dramatic range 
don- of Chaostic.

Under the Umbrella
written and directed by various artists 

Theatre Centre

The one-act plays are complex,
creative, intense and, most important, named Honey is dominated by her 
dark. They touch upon human fears brutish, savage husband, Dick, who and Marry Crews’ are energetic 
and horrors ranging from wife-beating not only orders her around but beats and can be appreciated for their 
to insanity. her into performing sex with him. obvious connection to real musi-

Her only solace is to hang out at a ctans.

In this play, a submissive wife

Chaostic outlines the traumas ex
perienced by various patients of an swin8ing singles club, where she 
emotive psychiatrist. Each character befriends a rebellious lesbian, Athena, “Euro theme” on the other hand is 
spews forth emotional and mental who aids her in her crusade against efficient and somewhat soulless 
problems in lengthy soliloquies; dark 
lighting accents the dreary mood.

Chaostic sports the best perfor- °nly mildly convincing—her perfor- butit’snotemotionally compelling, 
mances in the series, which compen- mance seems forced. When she Despite the band’s change of 
sates for any shortcomings in the plot, complains of the mess her life has direction, Sideways manages to keep 

Veronika Humik is mesmerizing bec°me’ she d°es not effectively the best aspects of MWH, particu- 
as an obsessive woman with a death evÇkepathos. Likewise, Leslie Kelly larly Ivan Doroschuk’sprovocative

isn t totally convincing as the extro
verted danceaholic; her hatred for men

An older instrumental like

(like the technology which created 
Lee Bari, who plays Honey, is it); it can be appreciated for its craft,

her abusive husband.

wish for an unfaithful boyfriend. Her 
r- monologue is so convincing that one 
§5 I shudders at her words.

and often funny lyrics. A song like 
“Everybody Wants To Know”(what 
life’s about) is not profound, but itseems contrived.

Equally good is Martha Ferguson tiveh^use music’ WhetheTit ifthe does offer something more than teen

ÏIHBEEE
sultry and steamy, yet able to reflect than the characters. Sideways is marred by a totally

_q foe troubled woman inside. Ferguson unnecessary cover of “I Am the
=5 masterfully pulls off a difficult role. The Under the Umbrella festival Walrus” and a general devotion to
8 Director Jordan Patterson’s inno- runs until August 4 at the Theatre The________________ Beatles
• vuaùve “Siting and blocking add to Centre. For more information, call (“KENBARBIELOVE” — “Can’t 

the intensity of the play. 348-0394. Buy Me Love” — get it?). But it is

xr

This Is a test. For the next 60 seconds, stare into the mystical pattern and tell 
us how you feel about synthesized music. This was a test. If this had really been 
1985, bands like OMD would still make sense.



York athlete vaults into limelight
smby Josh Rubin m m 7%

If York pole vaulter Doug Wood 
smoked, he’d be a happy man right 
now.

<After all, the 25-year old Canadian || 
record holder is heading to Havana, 
Cuba for this summer's Pan Ameri- A

1 r:"can games.
Wood, who set the national stan

dard of 5.60 metres two years ago, 
was named to the Pan-Am squad in 
June.

■to <m
■ ft**.r>V
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The Cuban sojourn is but one stop 

on a busy summer schedule for the 
world championship and Olympic 
veteran.

Currently, Wood is taking part in 
the World University Games at 
Sheffield, England. Also on Wood’s 
agenda are Tokyo world champion
ships at the end of August.

Wood is hoping for some big tilings 
this summer after having what he 
called a “not-too-intense season last

.

v
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■

I
year.”

Following the ’89 season, when 
he set the Canadian record at the

*

outdoor national championships.
Wood had a bit of a letdown in 1990, 
and could only manage a vault of 5.45 
metres by the end of the year.

Those results were disappointing 
for Wood, who had been ranked as 
high as 14th in the world.

A mid June leap of 5.50 metres at 
the Pan-Am qualifiers came as 
somewhat of a relief then, but Wood a bigger one,” said Wood.

Wood says the key to consistency 
“Now I have to start jumping 5.50 is a tough mental discipline, some- 

consistently, then hopefully lean land thing which he says he didn’t have

I
. •

m
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Up and over: A new attitude brings vaulter Doug Wood back In fine form.
If Wood performs consistently this 5.80 [metres]. Physically, I feel I’mlast year.

“The only thing that’s changed summer, he feels some higher vaults capable,” said Wood, adding that most
this season is my attitude,” said the are ahead.
25-year-old Wingham native.

said he still has some work to do.
pole vaulter don’t reach their peak 

“I’d hate to think I couldn’t vault until they’re 26 or 27 years old.

sportsHibbert digging 
for Olympic gold
by Josh Rubin

Coach realistic as Rockets flyAlan Nolet got tired of playing sec
ond fiddle to Curtis Hibbert, so he did 
something about it — he beat him.

Nolet finished ahead of the world 
gymnastics championship veteran 
during the Canadian national team 
trials held in York’s Tait-McKenzie 
building two weeks ago.

The trials were the final section of 
a three-part qualifying series.

Despite his second place finish at 
the York meet, however, Hibbert still 
didn’t clinch a spot on Canada’s six- | 
man active roster for September’s j 
world meet in Indianapolis.

Only the top four gymnasts after $ 
the qualifying series know for certain 
they’ll be going to Indianapolis.

The final two spots have yet to be 
determined, but Hibbert is almost J 
certain to be chosen by head coach fek 
Harvey Fink, leaving J.P. Kraemer,
Scott MacDonald and Shaun Jaikaran M 
to battle it out for the final spot.

In addition to Nolet, who has been i 
brilliant throughout the qualifying f 
series, gymnasts already confirmed J 
for the active roster include Davide ^ 
Bardana, Rob Doyle and Mike Inglis. |J|

Still, it wasn’t the gymnasts who 
were wearing the biggest smiles after 
qualifying.

York coaches Maasaki Naosaki 
and Tom Zivic were heartened that 
the number of current or past York 
athletes who may be going to India
napolis is three. That’s almost half 
the roster.

In addition to Hibbert, who trains 
here under Naosaki’s watchful eye,
York may be represented by both J.P.
Kraemer and Scott MacDonald.

K!

North York currently sits in fifth things agame at a time,” said Pagliuso, 
spot, thirteen points ahead of seventh- in reference to any first place hopes
place Kitchener, who need to finish North York players or fans may have, 
sixth to qualify for the league playoffs 
which kick off in early September.

The Rockets’ recent wins have

by Josh Rubin

Though the North York Rockets are 
flying high, Fiorigi Pagliuso has his 
feet planted firmly on the ground.

As head coach of a Canadian 
Soccer League outfit in the midst of a 
nine game unbeaten streak, Pagliuso 
has reason to be happy.

A.# w Other good news for the club: the 
CSL attendance figures came out last 
week. The Rockets lead the league in 
increased attendance from this point

fill
some fans wondering just how far 
they can go. Pagliuso says the Rockets 
have to be wary of letting down their last season. Their 103% leap is due to
guard.

I a coupon campaign and the Rockets’ 
“Right now, our only goal is to association, which includes 7 area 

too surprised by his team s success of majje the playoffs. We have to take junior clubs, 
late.

to Pagliuso says people shouldn’t be

* “It’s a matter of confidence, and 
light now we’re playing very confi
dently,” said the Rockets’ head man.

Confidence was the least of 
problems as the Rockets beat the 
Toronto Blizzard 3-1 last week for 
their first road win against Toronto 
since 1988.

The predicted roles of the two 
teams were reversed.

Toronto, fresh off a five-for-one 
deal for ace striker Justin Fashinu, 
couldn’t convert their chances into 
goals while the usually punchless 
Rockets scored three or more goals 
for the second straight game.

But despite beating the heavily 
favoured cross-town rivals, the vet
eran Pagliuso is wary of celebrating 
too early.

“We’ve still got 14 games to go,” 
said Pagliuso, adding “that’s 42 points 
to play around with.”

There has also been plenty of off- 
field action for North York lately. 
Last week the Rockets obtained 
Kitchener deli... Ion Carter in ex
change for veteran CSLer Ian Bridge.

Along with new arrival Carter, the 
rest of the Rockets seem a fairly safe 
bet to make the playoffs, despite 
Pagliuso’s caution.
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Not a second fiddle: Nolet finishes 
ahead of Hibbert.

Hibbert also has an ulterior motive I
to finish high in Indianapolis.

“If I do well, it could really helpFor Hibbert, the world champion
ships offer a chance to regain the my sponsorship for Barcelona,” said 
form he had when he won a silver Hibbert, referring to next summer’s 
medal at the same meet in 1987. Olympic Games in Barcelona, Spain.
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FACULTY OF EDUCATION 
STUDENT ASSOCIATION

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30,1991

Excalibur1s 
Orientation 

Issue
classifieds

SERVICESANNOUNCEMENTS isACCURATE WORD PROCESSING SERVICES-BUSKERS WANTED for Summer lunch hours 
at the Student Centre. Please apply at the SCC 
Information Centre with a demotape. 

CYCUSTS-York needs a cycling advocacy 
group. Let's get bike racks for starters. Po
tential affiliation with Metro by tycle. Call Ed 
at 322-9440.____________________________

Reasonable rate for high-resolution laser 
printing. Professional lookforyour Resumes, 
Essays, Case Studies, Reports, etc. Call Daniel 
at 747-5291.

August 28th
DEADLINE 
FOR ADS

&U.OJTO_!V§_liE££iKrNEED RUSH TYPMG/WP? No time to do it 
yourself? I type 10 pages/hr. Free proofread
ing. While-u-wait service/ photocopier avail
able. Marian at 841-7120.________________

<Resu-Card> Your resume will stand out 
when you attach a calling-card resume FREE 
with full-size resume professionally crafted at 
$30/hour. (WP only: $25/hour) No GST. 24 
hours, seven days. 631-9264.

WORD PROCESSING/DESKTOP PUBLISH
ING Laser printed with charts and graphics 
available. Next day service. Free pick up and 
delivery at York campus. Please call 744-

To the Student Council of
Faculty of Education Student Association 
York UniversityHELP WANTED

PART-TIME RESEARCH ASSIGNMENTS be
ginning September 91 for interested gradu
ate student in English Lit. Pays well. For more 
info, phone Deborah at 782-3166._________

is l have examined the balance sheet of the Faculty of Education 
Student Association - York University as at June 30, 1991 and the 
statements of revenue, expenditures and surplus and of changes in 
financial position for the year then ended. These financial 
statements are the responsibility of the organisation's management. 
My responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial 
statements based on my audit.

AUGUST 14thMUSICIANS
EARLY MUSIC/BAROQUE MUSICIANS 
WANTED for ensemble class FA/ 
MUSI102X.08. I play alto recorder. Please 
call Josh at 483-5634 A SA P.

Except as explained in the following paragraph, I conducted my 
audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. 
Those standards require that I plan and perform an audit to obtain 
reasonable assurance whether the financial statements are free of 
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test 
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the 
financial statements. An audit also Includes assessing the 
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by 
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement 
presentation.

7319.

PERSONALS TUTORING
G R E 

L S AT 
G MAT

TUTORIAL SERVICES; Beginning Account
ing, Intermediate Accounting, Auditing, 
Taxation. I WILL HELP YOU understand the 
course material. Learn the accounting con
cepts with problem solving techniques. (416) 
508-0469 Richmond Hill._________________

I WOULD LIKE TO SAY THANK YOU to the
good Samaritan who mailed my lost owner
ship card. It was greatly appreciated. Signed

In common with many non-profit organizations, the organization 
derives revenue from various sources the completeness of which is 
not susceptible of satisfactory audit verification. Accordingly, 
my verification of revenues was limited to the amounts recorded in 
the records of the organization and I was not able to determine 
whether any adjustments might be necessary to revenue, excess of 
revenue over expenditures, assets and surplus.

Prep Courses

In Toronto:
923 - PREP (7737) 
Outside Toronto:

1 -800-387-5519

In my opinion, except for the effect of adjustments, if any, which 
I might have determined to be necessary had I been able to satisfy 
myself concerning the completeness of the revenue referred to in 
the preceding paragraph, these financial statements present fairly, 
in all material respects, the financial position of the 
organization as at June 30, 1991 and the results of its operations 
and the changes in its financial position for the year then ended 
in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.Excalibur Women's Caucus

CDC July 7, 1991

STATEMENT OF REVENUE. EXPENDITURES AMD SURPLUS
Counselling & Development Centre

WE CAN HELP 1991
REVENUE 

Grant 
Interest 
T Shirts 
Sweat Shirts 
Formal Tickets 
Conferences 
Social Events 
Magazine Publishing

Personal Counselling 

Groups and Workshops 

Learning Skills

Self-Change and Management 

Self-Help Centre 

University Skills Series 

Community Mental Health 
Consultation

Rmm 145

$32,804
1,646

$32,764
1,020
2,452
11,302
11,134

797
15,184 
5,277

87 515
822 68

4 0

59,061 -56..3JJLFvXvXvXvijIlia
EXPENDITURES 
Orientation 
T Shirts 
Sweat Shirts 
Formal
Professional fees
Conferences and Seminars
Office Equipment and Supplies
Social Events
Magazine Publishing
Donations
Advertising
Sweat Shirt Logos
Other

643 648
9,965

11,878
22,460
1,770
5,438
1,273
4,425

2,270
15,044
12,296
1,180
3,701
5,433736-5297

383
869

1,000
271PUT US TO THE TEST 579
409 692

59.111 _4 3., 516
LSAT GMAT 
MCAT SAT 
GRE DAT

EXCESS OF REVENUE OVER EXPENDITURES 550 12,815

Every Wednesday * 5:00 PM SURPLUS, BEGINING OF YEAR 17.481 __4,666
£18.031SURPLUS, END OF YEAR S17.481

BALANCE SHEET

IF YOU HAVE TO 
TAKE ONE OF 

THESE TESTS TAKE 
KAPLAN FIRST

ASSETS

__19_9LQ_1991
CURRENT ASSETS 
Cash in bank S18.541$18.031

ReproMEd Lid.
CURRENT LIABILITIES 

Accounts Payable $ 1,060$

Is seeking healthy males to participate in an ongoing 
program in sperm cryopreservation and therapeutic 

donor insemination. Accepted donors will be 
compensated for their time.
Those interested please call 

537-6895

IKAPLAN simmis
17.481SURPLUS

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
OF CANADA LTD. SIB■54 1S18.031

STATEMENT OF CHANGER IN FINANCIAL POSITION

XEAR-Etmto-JJJXE. J

LSAT CLASSES NOW AT YORK
(416) 967-4733

__ L2S1 __JLSSQ
OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Excess of revenues over expenditures 
Changes in non cash working capital components 
Accounts Payable

$12,815$ 550

—1.-Q6ÜFACULTY
I3.B7S(510)(DECREASE) INCREASE IN CASH

1B.5U 4 ■ 666CASH, BEGINING OF YEARHOST A JAPANESE UNIVERSITY STUDENT S18.031 $18,541CASH, END OF YEAR

HQXJE&JKQ-X1
JLUMfi-ltL-lâaiJapanese university students participating in a month-long summer lan

guage program at York University’s English Language Institute are placed 
with a homestay family for one weekend. Homestay begins Friday August 16 
and continues through to Sunday August 18. If you would like to open your 
home to one or two of these students please call the English Language Institute 
at 736-5353.

RftXftQUf!
Grants and other sources of revenue are recorded as revenue when 
received.

EJ&csLAam&a
Furniture and office equipment are expensed In the year of 
acquisition.ex
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